
       
How to reach us: 

 
1. If you take the highway, drive along the A10 and the B96 in the direction of 

Fuerstenberg/Neustrelitz to Dannenwalde. Shortly before the end of the village you will see a 
pink village church on the right side. Before it, turn right and drive directly to Blumenow. Shortly 
before the crossroads, where you turn left, there is a kindergarten on the right side. On the 
right side you can already see the building and the big old chimney with the stork's nest. Now 
take the first driveway to the right and drive along the cobblestone road, which is also 
illuminated in the evening, until you are directly in front of the reception. 
 

2. You can of course also reach us via the country road. Coming from Berlin, first take the L21 in 
the direction of Liebenwalde/Zehdenick. From Zehdenick, go straight ahead at the traffic lights 
on the B109 towards Templin and turn left at the first exit towards Neuhof. Now you always 
drive along the L214 in the direction of Fuerstenberg. Through Burgwall, over the Burgwaller 
bridge, in Marienthal turn right at the crossroads, drive to Tornow past the mill and the castle, 
and always stay on the main road directly to Blumenow. When you arrive in Blumenow, drive 
straight ahead at the first crossroads in the direction of Fuerstenberg and you will already see 
the Storchenhof and the large old chimney with the stork's nest directly on the right side of the 
road. Directly behind the building, take the first driveway to the right onto the cobblestone road 
and follow it directly to the reception. 
 

3. Alternatively you can drive over the B96 as described in point 1. 
 

4. Coming from Neubrandenbug/Neustrelitz, take the B96 through the beautiful Havel town of 
Fuerstenberg to Dannenwalde. There, just after the pink village church on the left, turn left 
towards Blumenow. Shortly before the crossroads, there is a kindergarten on the right and a 
bus stop on the left. Here you turn left in the direction of Fuerstenberg and have directly on 
your right already the Storchenhof and the big old chimney with the stork's nest directly on the 
street.you drive directly behind the building (direction Fuerstenberg) the first driveway to the 
right on the cobblestone road and follow this until directly to the reception. 
 

5. Or you drive in Fuerstenberg behind the lock, at the intersection to the left on the L214 directly 
to Blumenow and find the Storchenhof in the village on the left side. However, the road 
conditions here are very bad and not recommended, but instead the nature here is beautiful 
and highly recommended for cyclists. 
 

      Have a safe trip! 
 


